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Freshman double
ROTC enrollment

Thursday, October 7, 1976, Seattle, Washington

Donation buys projectors
Thanks to the generosity of
one man, the ASSU can show
movies without fear of
breakdowns, blow outs, or other

projectors, two lenses, two
power packs and lamps, two kits
with installation, and four extra
lamps.

two

catastrophies.

According to Mick Larkin,
S.J., vice president for students,
money to purchase two new

movie projectors for Pigott
Auditorium was donated yesterday by Gene E. Lynn, S.U.
regent.

LYNN AGREED to finance
the $3500 price of the projectors
because of his interest and concern for the students and the
University, according to Larkin.
The ASSU has attempted to
scrape up funds for the projectors since last spring.
Besides being an S.U. regent.

JOANNE McKAY, ASSU
second vice president, said
negotiations with an educational
film company began immediately, and the ASSU hopes to have
the- projectors soon. ASSU
Treasurer Mike Brown said the
projectors will improve the
Gene I Lynn
ASSU's classical film program,
Lynn is president of The Careage making it "ten times better."
Corporation, a Bellevue,
McKay added a special thanks
Washington-based developer of to Dr.James P. Lyddyand A. A.
health-care facilities, and served Lemieux, S.J.
as campaign chairman of S.U.s
Both McKay and Brown exannual fund drive in1973-74 and pressed enthusiasm for the new
projectors. "I'm damn happy we
1974-75.
Included in the $3500 price are got it (the money)," Brown said.

Food services catch flavor
Sitting back to back in the
Student Union Building is
Tabard Inn and its friendly
cohort infood service, theChieftain. Both eating places are oncampus alternatives to Bellarmine dining.
A quick peek in the morning
hours sees Chieftain full ofcoffee
and doughnut crowds while
Tabard has the enduring crowd
for the lunch peak. Some of the
crowd in Tabard are Chieftain
customers.

DAN LAYMAN, manager of
Tabard, said. "We are basically
running the same menu, with the

Chieftain emphasis on salads
andhot meals while the Tabard's
emphasis is a delicatessen style
with shakes."
Atmosphere at Tabard can't
be beat, yet theluncheon specials
at the Chieftain offer much more
variety to the regular soup and
sandwich meal.
"Students are not taking advantage of the situation which
the Chieftain has to offer since
the menu is so varied," saidJohn
Kreilkamp, student manager of
Chieftain.

the atmosphere. Bert Gladon,
Saga manager, said. "We don't
want to put a lot of money into
the interior until we know how it
will be redesigned with the plans
for the Student Union renovation still unsettled."
Gladon feels the key phrase is
"food service," since the Chieftain is run by Saga. Chieftain is
part of Saga and is a service to
the student.
The two operations are run-

ning side by side and try to
cooperateas Glandon said,"Dan
Layman, John Kreilkamp and 1
sat down and talked about conTHE DIFFERENCE between tinuing the spirit between the two
the two places at first glance is places."

MEMBERS OF PATHFINDERS, ROTC-sponsored outdoors club, rest during a hike to Blue Lake last weekend.
S.U. ROTC enrollment
figures have doubled from 59
students last fall to 119 this fall
quarter. Fifty-four of these
students are freshmen.
Lieutenant Colonel Archille
Bourque, Professor of Military
Science, attributes this 50 per
cent increase to a "purer sense of
values."
He notes that freshmen enrolling in ROTC this quarter were
freshmen in high school during
the college unrest of the early
seventies and believes they
weren't affected by it.
After conducting a
sociological study of adolescents
between the ages of 16 and 19,
Captain Monty Hess considers
the increase in enrollment
affected by the honest and concern shown by ROTC officials to
incoming students.
"We told them that it may not
be for them, but they could try it
for a quarter," Hess said.
"THROUGH MY sociological study. Iconcluded that 16-19year-old teens need to feel a sense
of belonging, a challenge, and
independence. It's also difficult

for people in general

to

make

decisions," Hess continues.

He believes that by speaking of
ROTC on a quarterly basis instead of on a yearly or four-year
basis, more students were attracted to the program.
"They aren't overwhelmed by
the idea of making a decision
because they know they can
decide to drop out after a
quarter. Some find their niche,
their feeling of belonging, in the
program, others don't," he added.
SERGEANT Major William
H. Davis cites the increased effort on the part of the cadets as
one reasonofthe doubled ROTC
enrollment.
"Cadets got out and talked to
their friends more about the
program. But we also got information about ROTC out to
freshmen and sophomores in
August which gave them more
time to think before registering,"
he said. He also said that theidea
of Vietnam is fading and thinks
people are becoming more
patriotic.

Flexibility key to life insurance for college students
Insurance: what kind, how much, how expensive, when and
where to inquire about it. These questions often follow when
Insurance is mentioned to a college student.
by Colleen Rahill
There are four kinds of life insurance a
college student can buy. There is endowment,
limited payment, term, and whole life insurance.
Whole life insurance is very flexible,
according to Michael Hosterman, chartered
life underwriter of New York Life Insurance.
"Students need total flexibility because
they don't know what the future hasin store,"
Hosterman said. "Whole life is the least

expensive permanent form of life insurance.
You get the maximum amount of insurance

protection for the least dollar outlay yearly
because the premiums are spread out over
your lifetime."
WHOLE LIFE is also called straight or

ordinary life insurance, he said.
A form of this whole life insurance is
limited payment insurance. Underthis policy,
one is covered for a lifetime, but he pays

premiums for a limited period of years. The
other pays a lifetime's worth of premiums in a

short period until he reaches 65.
Term insurance is a temporary form of
insurance meant to supplement a permanent
insurance estate.
"It is very expensive when you are young,
but extremelyexpensive as you get older. You
can't solve a permanent problem in providing
financial security with temporary coverage,"
Hosterman said.
HE DOES recommend it,however, if a

student has a particular need that he's trying
to cover and if his sources of premium-paying
dollars are low.
"I would suggest the use of term insurance with the right to make a conversion to
whole life after graduation, as long as the
issuing company would guarantee that they
would apply the term premiums to the
purchase of the whole life policy. Also the
buyer should receive the rates for the whole
life policy that would have applied at the
original issuance date," Hosterman said.
Another form of insurance is the endowment. This type of life insurance has a high
premium in relation to the amount of life
insurance protection that one buys. It is a
savings kind of life insurance.
THE RATES fora life insurance policy
based
are
on age, health, and occupation.
Hosterman said there are also other important factors but age, health, and occupation
form the basis.
"For example,a $25,000 whole life policy
issued by one of the highest quality mutual life
insurance companies would have an annual
premium of $330 at age 21 ," Hosterman said.
"If a person allowed the dividends and cash
value to accumulate over 20 years, he could
surrender or borrow $8,600 out of the policy.
He would have put in $6,600 and would thus
get more out of it."
This same policy would be totally paid up
"at age 65. This means that no future premiums
would have to be deposited and that the

insured would continue

to be covered

$25,000 worth of insurance.

for

HE WOULD have deposited $8,250 and
could cash it in at age 65 for about $26,000,
Hosterman explained. He could continue to
pay premiums until he was 65, in which case
he would have made total premium deposits
of $14,531 and could surrender the policy for
$36,000 or about $2 1 ,500 more thanhe would
have put in," Hosterman said.
Hosterman said college students should
be acutely aware of the alternatives in buying
life insurance. He doesn't suggest that a
college student sign a note payable for life
insurance premiums.
"Note paying defers the premium
payments until the student is able to pay,"
Hosterman said. "Notes create liability
against the policy in future years because
there is a possibility of rates increasing by the
time the student is able to pay.
"THE ONLY reason that I
can see that a
single college student would buy life insurance
is because he is in a strategic period of his life,
in regards to his age, health, and his occupation. If he has no financial responsibilities or
needs for insurance, the wisest thing for him
to buy is a whole life policy with an option to
increase it without evidence of future insurability," Hosterman said.
Hosterman recommends the health insurance offered at S.U. for S.U. students. He
also suggests Group Health Cooperative as an

alternative.

S.U.s policy provides coverage for illnesses and accidents, plus $10,000 in Major
Medical Protection for more serious cases.

Letters to the editor
Aegis that was distributed this
week, mainly because of some

editor's note: Letters to the
editor must be typed double
space, signed and should not
exceed 250words. We reservethe
right to edit for length or
profanity. We also reserve the
right to withhold letters deemed
in poor taste.

ignore
To the editor

John Marlowand Dr. Virginia
in their belief that the
parking problem will correct
itself in time, surely ignore the
problem. One needs only to
come five minutes late to 9 a.m.
class to view the ability of the
problem to "self-correct."
Cmon, Dr. Parks, you'vebeen
here awhile. Mr. Marlow.a new
employee, has an excuse.
Next thing we'll hear is that
fall registration is efficient.
Steve Jager
P.S. What is the matter Dr.
Parks, don't they issue you a
parking space? Many havenoticed that you park in the mall.
Parks,

thanks
To the editor
Iwould like to make public

acknowledgement of thanks to
the staff of the Information and
Instructional Services Department of the Seattle University
Lemieux Library, particularly
Lee Hodson.
Iam beginningmy second year
as a facultypersonhere at Seattle
University, and during my first
year on campus have found Lee
and her staff an outstanding aid
to me in my search for information, references, and resource
materials to successfully carry
out the work that I am doing.
I would like to heartily extend
my thanks to them, and to make
public the contribution which I
strongly feel that theyprovide to
the Seattle University academic
community.

Iwould appreciate if my combe included in the
upcoming issue of The Specments could

tator.

Thank you.

Sincerely.
Susanne M. Bruyere, Ph.D.
Research & Resource
Specialist

unkind comments that were expressed toward certain articlesin
the book.

The 1976 Aegis articles were
an attempt to capture the year in
a factual manner, rather than the
public relations type material
which usually characterizes a

yearbook.

To the editor
Ifeel it's necessary to make a
statement concerning the 1976
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WHETHER the ELS students
are technically considered S.U.
students or not is beside the
point. These students liveamong
us, they have needs like us and
also experience boredom.
As "educated" men and
women, attending a university
founded on Christian values,can
we. in all consciousness, choose
to ignore their presence, insult
and offend them?
This attitude signifies to us a
deep seated closed mindedness
and a choice to perpetuate unnecessary cultural barriers. This
is quite ironic in view of the fact
that many Americans travel
abroad.One could question why:
to experience other cultures?
S.U. students, people of varying cultures and vackgrounds
live right in Campion Tower.
Why pass up the chance to learn
and more importantly to help
them feel welcome?
In contrast, on October I, the
ELS students had a dance, beer,
munchies, music and a good time
were all free. No one was turned
away. All were welcomed, even
S.U. students.
Roxanne Abajian
John Shannon
Bill Dehmer
Kellie Moran
Paulo Mikelionis
Gomez P. Guillermo
Jill A. Savage
Tod Smith

responding

unfortunate

report commissioned by the
AEC (and suppressed by them

before publication), estimates
for one nuclear reactor accident
causing a breach of containment,
or explosion, went as high as
27,000 killed,73.000 injured.and
SI 7 billion in property damage.
As for the storage of nuclear
wastes, he apparently also
neglected to mention that these
highlyradioactive poisons havea
half-lifeof 48,000 years. How can
we be assured that, any kind of
container will last 48,000 years?
In John G. Fuller's 1975book.
We Almost Lost Detroit, Dr.
Teller himself is quoted as saying, in reference to the amount of
plutonium needed for an
economic fast breeder reactor,"I
do not like the hazard involved."
(p. 123).

He also once claimed that not
a single atomic power plant
should be built above the
ground.

YOl'R ARTICLE further
Dr. Teller as saying,
"Operation of big industrial
nuclear reactors in the United
States has not caused any
damage to people's health or
life."
In fact, on Jan. 3. 1961. three
men were killed in an Idaho Falls
experimental reactor, the SL-I.
Since the reactor was a small,
experimental one. the explosion
was contained disaster would
have accompanied such an accident in a large industrial reactor.
Dr. Teller implies that if we
vote for Initiative 325, the
nuclear powerplant will go down
in the dust,depression will set in,
and a new Hitler will rise to
power. The fact is that nuclear
power plants have not been as
economically beneficial as he
tells us they can be.
A Sept. 27 Seattle P-I article
quotes Richard Hubbard, a
former nuclear engineer who
spent 15 years with G.E.. as
saying,".. when Iwas at G.E.
we never madeany money on the
nuclear industry. Ourgoal was to
try to lose as little as possible."
quotes

.

If the government

would

spend just a fraction of the
money on the study of solar
energy which it has spent (and

often wasted) on nuclear reactors, a safer, cleaner, and more
economic energy supply might

become available.
As Richard Hubbard said, "It
is basically an issueof lileand the
type of life we will have."
Thank you.

Shelley Calabrese

Initiative to judge nuclear need

is the best means by which to correct nuclear
Initiative 325 requires the halt of nuclear problems.
power plant construction until energy needs
By rejecting nuclear power as a source of
arena we fail to work at in- can be justified, federal insurance limitations energy, voters will be taking the chance that
stituting the charges we demand. are removed,adequate
wastedisposal systems alternate forms of energy can be developed
We all learn and struggle to
can
be
developed
safety
and
equipment can be which would be technically and economically
become. We struggle to let God's
feasible to provide adequate energy.
beauty shine through. We tested.

struggle to strip away the veneer
The decision to vote "yes" or "no" should be
of selfishness and sustain the an intelligent and rational one, based on
ANOTHER risk is that energy supplies,
character of simplicity with consideration of all alternatives and not other than nuclear, willbe exhausted,creating
strength, humility with dignity.
swayed by emotionalism. But most impor- a situation which would require increased
tant, it must be realized that any decision prices and rationing.
Finally, there is a major risk involved in
involves compromise and acceptance of risk.
If Initiative 325 is not passed there is the the testing of safety equipment which would
Feature Editor
Joseph Guppy
risk that nuclear power plants will become a determine their reliability. An actual accident
Photo Editor
Steve Celle
major environmental and safety problem or malfunction might be caused.
Artist
Business Manager ... Monica Collins
Perhaps the greatest advantage of Incaused by radiation leakage, thermal polluAd Manager
Sam Stockinger
and
safety
systems.
tion
unreliable
itiative 325 is that it would give voters a
Professional Adviser .. Bob Campbell
Faculty Moderator . Steve Kuder, 3.J.
chance
to take a closer look at the nuclear
Bierman,
Reporters
Chris
ON THE other hand, the advantages of power question.
Marilyn Clement,Pat Dowd, Michelle
Hobson, Nancy Klich, CherylMeade,
nuclear power are that a source of energy
Barb Shea, Kristie Sherrodd, John
THUS, the critical issue in deciding how
exists whose fuel is presently available and
Sutherland
Photographers
Felix Arena,
whose
cost
is
low.
to
vote
on Initiative 325 is that of deciding
relatively
Paul Cheng, Pierre Escandar, Ginny
Acceptance of Initiative 325 involves risk how much risk is acceptable and how much
Guzman, Jenny Johnston, Nancy
Klich
of an entirely different nature, most impor- must be compromised in order to serve energy
Campus Distribution
Tom Patten
tant of which is the chance that this initiative needs.
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Ollß TRAILS assert that we
attempt to weaveamoral fiber to
enwrap our soul but we cry out
at failure and too often surrender
to an excuse that forgives us for
being only too human.
Politics should be the idealistic
thing Ibelieve it is, for each of us.
It should be an attempt to
challenge the institutions and
ideas we find inconsistent with
the standards we demand for
ourselves.
John Conniff
President of political forum

change

The Spectator
school year except on holidays and

as students from other universities were not turned away.

pursuit.

THE BOOK was largely
successful in this endeavor.
Those who criticize now will be
able to look at the book in 20
years and read a factual account
of what happened in 1975-76.
Iespecially take exception to
those who criticize the ASSU
and Spectator articles.
Last year's ASSU activities
did occur as they were recorded
(without thought of malicious
intent)and since thearticles were
largely based on Spectator news To the editor
stories, criticism would have to
There's a wind of change abe directed at both publications. brew'n at S.U. this year. The
Spirit is making rumblings. Here
MY FRIENDS on the Spec- in Campion it's especially evi" tator staff and others who don't dent. Here are a couple of exlike The Spectator article amples of genuine renewal.
appear merely to be looking for
Not one dance was held here
something petty to moan about. last year. So far there have been
1 wrote the Spectator article in two very successful ELS. S.U.
the Aegis and when it refers to mixers. Our thanks go to the
charges of yellow journalism and organizers. This dorm is finally
other nasties, the sentence is coming together as a family. Not
referring to a Spectator editorial one Mass, to my knowledge, for
I penned and consequently to students was held in Campion
charges hurled at me, not the chapel last year. This year there's
entire staff. 1 understand how the daily Mass. May He who united
sentence in the Aegis can be us draw this University together
misinterpreted and it is regret- as family.
table, but it certainly wasn't
For as Paul said,"The body is
meant as a "slam" at The Spec- oneand has many members, but
tator.
all the members many though
A special apology goes to Joe they are, are one body;and so is
Straus for a reference to him in Christ." Amen!
Stephenie Hill
the book that doesn't need any
more attention.Needless to say it
was unprofessional. It was as
To the editor
much a surprise to me as it was to
Iam responding to your Sept.
everyone else.
30 article on Dr. Edward Teller.
Finally an apology to
In case the ASSU and the physics
everyone who had a portrait
department do not invite
picture taken and then reeled in
someone to the campus to give
shock upon seeing the finished To the editor
Although nearly two weeks the other viewpoint concerning
product. That's onereason you'll
go to the studio for a picture have passed we would like to nuclear reactors, a few facts in
bring to the readers' attention an favor of Initiative 325 should be
this year.
presented.
a
To better book in '77. unfortunate experience.
Friday, September 24, an
In your article Dr. Teller said
John Sutherland
Aegis editor, 1977 ASS LI dance was held in Cam- nuclear reactors are the safest of
pion Tower. However, Campion any
energy-producing
residents werenot informed,.lust possibilities. To confirm this he
prior to the dance signs were mentioned hydroelectric acposted stating: "ASSII Dance cidents and discussed storage
tonight lor S.U. students ONLY possibilities for nuclear wastes.
and guests." We believe
the
discouraging faction of students whothatwere HE APPARENTLY
really not welcomed at the dance neglected to mention that, accorTo the editor
were those of the ELS program. ding to a 1960's Brookhaven
Ifind it discouraging to hear
statements made in answer to Analysis
political mediocrity. They are
replies which are shaded with
futility and anger. They are a
surrender to political forces that

help create.
Region X Rehabilitation we
We
walk away in frustration
Continuing Education Program
from the electoral process. Turning away from the political

unkind

and reverence with intellectual

Advice,problems citedby orientation chairman
I'd like a clarification of how the vice president for students and ASSU second vice
president fit into orientation," the bearded
chairman said.
He suggested several areas where improvement is needed.
Past records of orientation activities and
contact persons for these activities are incomplete and unorganized. A central filing
system would aid planning, Dehmer said.
Some kind of mini-package option to the
full package of activities is needed. "This
year's complete package of activities cost $21
and some people can't- afford that much,"
Dehmer said.

by John Sutherland
A weary Bill Dehmer trudged across the
cafeteria and slid into an empty seat. Dehmer
could be excused for his tiredness.
It was only his second day free of orientation worries since last spring, when he was
appointed to head the 1976 fall orientation.

HE SAID he spent three days a week
during the summer taking care of "odds and
ends" associated with this year's orientation.
It also meant a late-to-bed and early-to-rise
schedule during the busy week of activities.
"Overall it (orientation) was a success," he
said between mouthfuls of a Saga lunch. "We
had as many people as we could handle."
But Dehmer was less than pleased with
some aspects of this year's orientation.

THERE SHOULD be benefits for top
orientation committee positions, he proposed.
"I didn't even have a (reserved) parking
spot on campus during the summer," Dehmer
said. Other rewards that he advanced were
early registration and /or tuitionremission for

THE BIGGEST problem was trying to put
orientation people to work, he said. Originally 50 returning students signed up to work,
but the number dwindled to 25 when the
festivities began.
"Some people had other priorities which
they put ahead of orientationactivities. Consequently many details were left until the last
moment, Dehmer explained with a note of
displeasure.
Dehmer also had some unkind words for
the Associated Students of S.U. (ASSU) and
the vice president for students office.

top orientation coordinators.
Any advice for the next chairman?

Meet in the spring with the other student
coordinators and talk to people in the ASSU,
registrar's, admissions and plant maintenance
offices, Dehmer said after pondering the
question several seconds.
"If I knew how much work orientation
involved, Iprobably wouldn't have done it,"
he said before leaving.

"I'D LIKE to know who gives orders. Also

— photo by Kevin Donohoe
Bill Dehmer
orientation chairman

Senate meeting

Cashman endorsement, renovation discussed Enrollment
increases
by Kristie Sherrodd
ASSU senate went into executive session Monday to discuss a bill that would have endorsed S.U. Professor Dr. Ben
Cashman in his state senatecam-

Estimated S.U. fall student
enrollment figures are up.
According to Dr. William A.
Chippy,university academic vice
president, 3507 students are
currently enrolled at S.U. This is
an increase of 44 students over
fall 1975. Of these, 33 are
graduate students. 1 1 are un-

paign. However, alter lengthy
deliberation, the senate decided
to take no position regarding the
endorsement.
The academics committee,

dergraduates.

headed by Kevin Livingston,
voiced a concern that the
theology department offers some
courses without fail every
quarter while others that are
listed in the general catalogue
have not been offered for several
years. They intend to initiate
action toward achieving a
balance with regard to the frequency of these course offerings.
ACADEMIC'S

"Until we receive the final
computerized print out, our
evaluations are based totally
upon the head count, but my
impression is that there are more
part-time and evening students
and fewer full-time students
than previously." Chippy said.

notice

committee,

ilong with the student and

minority affairs committee,
stated that it would not work
oward the establishment of a
Protestant campus ministry with
he reason cited that the present
campus ministry offers a good
number of discussions and services which are nondenominational.
Mauna Arn/.en, head of stulent and minority affairs committee, reported on Chieftain
enovation plans. The plans are
with an architect for revamping
fter havingbeen vetoed by Mick
.arkin, S.J., and no money has
>een budgeted for therenovation
fiis year. The committee will
ow seek an architectural stuent to draft another set of plans.
This committee also resolved
o support and assist the Black
Student Union and Minority Afairs with Martin Luther King
)ay, and intends to inquire as to
why ELS students are barred
mm participating on intramural
earns.

iARNZEN

ALSO presented a
the ASSU to
pologize to the ELS students
>r denying some of them access
) a dance Sept. 24. The resoluon was passed.
The senate also passed a bill
directing The Spectator to supply the ASSU with a bound copy
of the year's issues at the end of
each year and the Aegis tosupply
;solution asking

.

photo by Pierre Esi'OfltlOf

the ASSU with a copy of the

ASSI' treasurer Mike Brown
presented the budget from this
A loan of $2,500 from the year's orientation activities and
ASSU to Leonard Sitter. S.J.. reported a net loss of at least
director of resident services, was $150. However, not all bills are in
approved. With this money yet. Brown said.
Sitter will purchase 25
refrigerators to be rented to
First Vice President Joe
dorm students at a cost of $50 per Straus closed the meeting after
year.
reminding the senators that

annual each year.

AWSand the politicalforum are
sponsoring l.indy Boggs speaking in behalf of presidential candidate Jimmy Carter at2:30 p.m.
tomorrow. He also announced
intentions of procuring Chris
Millerasa speaker.Optimistically, Miller,of National Lampoon,
Playboy and Weed Magazine
fame, will speak at S.U. Feb. 8.

The Financial Aid Office still
has unclaimed financial aid.
Financial aid recipients who
do not claim their aid (and/ or
pick up their checks) by Monday, October II, 1976, will
forfeit their financial aid for
the entire year.

Keep it Working

The

United Way

interviews, jobs available
On-CampUS Employment
There are a few positions remaining for work-study
students: Learning Skills Center needs upper classmen to tutor
in all Liberal Arts majors and Connolly Center needs football
officials (they will train). Please check the work-study board in
the Office of Career Planning and Placement.
The Washington State Office of Cummunity Development will soon be accepting applications for winter quarter,
The departments dealing in internships and/ or field experience

Career Planning and Placement in the McGoldrick Student
Development Center:
,
D[
r
KLJ>LAKtH

B«»wificT

($14,000 a year), will arrange
and undertake extensive interviewing of criminal justice
Personnel' community leaders, and potentially of prostitutes,
pimps' and their customers, closes October 13.
FM RADIO ANNOUNCER, (union scale), part-time from 6
a.m. to 9 a.m. Cutting in for news and special service

sws^ssstKtt^s ;""s» "rv
—
announcements

a
sTA T for academic
presentation for those who are not familiar with the program in rKUGKAMS' (W.783 tor 9 months), receives, reviews, and
processesapplications for admission,plus related duties,closes
the career planning and placement office
Oct. 20. (In Yakima.)

.

t

Job Openings

PHLEBOTOMIST, ($575 monthly), work on bloodmobile,
The following jobs are available through the Office of drawing blood, they will train, (must be a Science major)
The Spectator Thursday, October 7, 1976
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16,000 crime cases

Coordinator discusses juvenile court problems
by Cheryl L. Meade
tion are if the child is a threat to
Little Danny Delinquent, age the community or himself, if the
16, is one of 16,000 crime cases court believes he will not appear
that the King County Juvenile in court, or if the child lives far
Court and Youth Service Center enough away that travel
has had to help within the past arrangements must be made.
year.
The physical examination the
This is the fifth time he has child gets is morecomplete than
been caught shop lifting. For- a regular clinic examination,
tunately for Danny, heis notjust says Davies. Every day, doctors
another statistic. Through the and dentists are available. The
court it is hoped that Danny's court has registered nurses on
sticky-finger problem will be cas- duty 24 hours a day andhad a 14ed and corrected.
bed infirmary.

WHAT ARE the court proFOR TEENS who must stay
cedures that will help Danny overnight, the living situation is
become a worthwhile citizen like a dormitory. They arc divided up by levels of sophistication
again?
Kent Davies is a volunteer so that the "tough kids" are
coordinator who screens, separated from the "naive kids."
recruits, trains and supervises
If Danny's problem is more
volunteers who work directly social than legal, then he is
with clients such as Danny.
referred to the Department of
According to Davies. a screen- Health Services.
ing officer will interview Danny
If the court needs to be into determine if this shoplifting volved, Danny is assigned a case
case is Danny's first offense.
worker. The case worker decides
Angry parents have been what is creating Danny's
known to beat their problem problem and makes recommenchildren. Therefore the court dis- dations to the court to correct it.
cusses the situation with Danny's
DAVIES SAID the court
parents and determines if it is
hearing is "more of a social
safe to send Danny home.
welfare hearing" than a courtIF DANNY'S welfare will be against-criminal case. In most
threatened if he is sent home, he cases a probation officer is
is put in a receiving home. A assigned to make sure that Danreceiving home is a temporary ny is staying in school, does not
home offered by a family who commit any offenses again and
has agreed to allow juveniles to makes sure that Danny's family
stay for a short term.
situation is livable.
The court cannot arbitrarily
The probation officer follows
detain a suspected juvenile. the case worker's referrals, makReasons Davies cited for deten- ing use of community services.

right to confidentiality. "That's

one reason why kids' names
aren't printed in the newspaper,"
remarks Davies.
Why are referrals to the
juvenile court going up 2.000 per
year?

Davies noted several reasons
for the increase. He said that the
Seattle area is in the second
"baby boom" since World War
11, so there are "just more kids
who can get into trouble."

— photohv Pierre Eacandar
Kent Davis
King County Juvenile Court
volunteer coordinator

He may suggest, lor example,
family counseling, health services and a mental health center.
Each juvenile crime is treated
individually.
According to
Davies, "We are more interested
in the person than the crime."
The court handles juveniles
between the ages of 12 and 18.
To make Danny realize his
wrongdoing, he would be given
restrictions such as a car driving
restriction rather than a

monetary fine. He might also
have to do community service to

pay for what he stole.

ALL MINORS have the same

HE SAID that a combination
of divorce, less family stability
and less authority at home could
be a factor. Because young people are more mobile, they have
more opportunities to get into
trouble. "Life is just more complicated." he concluded.
Davies sees that the more
serious crimes are committed
within the city and the crime rate
is growing rapidly in the suburbs.
In the city, the crimes are
"heavier:" murder, prostitution
and armed robbery.
In contrast, most crimes in the
surrounding area are burglary,
car theft and drug alcohol-related crimes.

DAVIES REVEALED that
prostitution is starting at a
younger age every year. Also at
the younger ages,armedrobbery
and murder are increasing.
The percentage of successful
rehabilitation is not known.
Davies explained that the court
cannot spend the money for a
statistician to keep up with such

legal rights as adults, with the
exception of two. A child has no
right to bail or a jury trial.
Instead of bail, Davies explains,
the offender is usuallysent home.
There is no trial by jury
because the teenager has the reports.

SLIP AWAY WITH
OUR WEEKEND SPECIAL
Save 35% when you
fly roundtrip over the
weekend. Our new
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ticket at least two days
ahead of time, and depart
and return anytime
Saturday or Sunday.
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Visit your friends and
family.
Follow the team
"
t0 awa Y" games. Drop
in and surprise somebody you haven't seen
in awhile.
Don't just sit there. Call
a Travel Agent or Hughes
Airwest for reservations,
We're not Top Banana
in the West Just because
we can fly you to more
places than anybody else,
We help you save a
bunch of money on
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Hughes Airwest.Top Banana in the West.
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Coalition seeks protective legislation for labor
by Teresa Wippel
Passage of the Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA) in
Washington State in 1972 not
only eliminated job discrimina-

tion between men and women,
but also eliminated job protec-

tion.
Protective legislation,
originally designated to protect
women and minors in the early
1900's from sweatshop conditions and long working hours,
has suffered greatly,according to
CindyGipple, coordinator of the
Coalition for Protective Legislation.

to push lor more effective protec- developing the specific rules and

tive legislation.
CJipple. who is trained as a
rehabilitation counselor, is involved in the coalition because
she knows "the effects of industrial accidents and I'm very
concerned about doing

something to prevent them.
It's absolute insanity for people to have to put themselves in
jeopardy in order to make a

living," she added.
Among the employment standards Gipple and the Coalition
are working for include an eighthour day with no forced overtime, specific regulations conlighting,
REPRESENTATIVES from cerning ventilation,
breaks,
safe
unions,
feminist,
minorirest
and
meal and
various
ty, and gay organizations and working conditions.
legislators make up the coalition.
"SPECIFIC laws of protecIt was formed in August of 1975
tion for women where the ERA
was passed are discriminatory,"
said. "Either the laws are
Gipple
©Tl»oapl«7S
extended to men or wiped out all
together."
After passage of the ERA, the
legislature enacted the Industrial
Welfare Act to amend legislation
affecting work protection to include men. This act created the
Industrial Welfare Committee,
which was given the power of

regulations to extend protection.

had

to

ventilate for everybody,"

she explained.

"It's absolute insanity for people to have
to put themselves in jeopardy in order
to make a living."
According to Ciipple, the head

"THE ERA," Gipple said,

of the committee at the time was "had for the first time in 60 years
a past lobbyist for the Associa- created the possibility of extention of Washington Businesses, ding it (protection) to men. Men.

and "in over two and a half years break their backs as well as
he and his committee sys- women. More! Men get tired,
tematically watered down these men get sick."
Support for the issue is conprotections."
siderable, Gipple said. At its
IN MAY of 1976, the In- recent convention, the
dustrial Welfare Committee Washington State Labor Counadopted a set ofstandards which, cil passed a resolution to actively
Gipple said, they were very dis- support and lobby for protective
satisfied with and included the legislation at the next legislative
bare minimum of protections.
session.
Original protective legislation
A counter-proposal to the InCommittee
laws, Gipple said, were "very dustrial Welfare
sexist" in that they only covered proposals was also made and
women, but in many ways still received united support from
labor, including the Teamsters.
benefited men.
Gipple says the fight for more
"If you were working in a
factory and they required good protection hasn't been easy.
"Business has a powerful lobventilation because there were
women involved, they couldn't by, with a lot of money," she
just ventilate for the women, they said, "and it's pretty clear to me

Are you independent,creative,flexible,
dedicated to God— and
f*%jL
wondering what to do with Sj' T§

that they're not going to give up
easily." Donations support the
Coalition, and come, according
to Gipple. in the form of nickles
and dimes.
THE COALITION plans

to

concentrate on the legislature
but will go the route of an
initiative if necessary.
"We are going to have a
tremendous fight onour hands,"
Gipple stated. "It's going to take
the entire labor and feminist
movements of this state actively

working, fighting and
demonstrating, if necessary, to
push this through."
The Coalition is sponsoring
Andrea Hricko, a nationallyknown expert in occupational
health, who will speak at 7:30
p.m. tonight at the International
Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers Hall.

FORMERLY with Ralph
Nader's Health Research group
in Washington, DC., Hricko is
theauthor of "Workingfor Your
Life: A Woman's Guide to Job
Health Hazards." Negative
effects of chemicals and toxic
materials will be among the
topics discussed.

Congressional Demo
to speak for Carter

Join Father Bruce-a Paulist Father...
FatherBrucedoesn't let his idealismgo to waste...or hislove of God
remain abstract. He's a doer— not just a dreamer. A man on the
movf
from his Paulist parishin downtownManhattan over to The
Juillard Schoolof Music to talk to the students; across to Roosevelt
Hospital to console the sick; down to the Tombs to visit the imprisoned. You'll see him running with his guitar to meet his youth
group (numbering over100!)for prayer and recreation;or to conduct
a longer retreat with teenagers and young adults.
What motivates this young Paulist Father?His conviction that
people can encounter God today no matter what their ethnic
group, economic class, or living environment
Father Bruce Joined the Paulists because he saw in them a
unique chance to useallhis talents in a free and creative way.But he
didnot want to workalone.He wanted a community;a fellowship of
Catholic priestsall committedto speaking the Gospelmessage inthe
many different idioms and inthe many different waysit takes totransform our society.
Coast to coast, thePaulists' scopeis broad fromManhattan to
Greensboroto Houston to Los Angeles to Fairbanks.Andsoare their
techniques parish work, preaching, adult education, campus ministry, publishing, mass communications.
The joy and inner satisfaction Father Bruce experiences as a
Paulist can also be yours.His unique gifts permit his personal contribution. Find out what your unique gifts can contribute. Discover
our community. Turn your dreamsinto reality.

—

—

—

—

—

Fill

out thecoupon

Rev.Frank DeSiano,CSP

below for more information about thePaulists.

Dear Father DeSiano:
Please send me more information on the work
of the Paulists and the Paulist Priesthood.

Director of Vocations NAME
PAULIST FATHERS
STREET ADDRESS
Dept. A 170
415 West 59th Street aTY
New York.NY. 10019

____^_^—

COLLEGEATTENDING

—^—

— ————— ——
—
—

STATE

ZIP

LINDY BOGGS, Louisiana congresswoman and chairperson of the Democratic Convention, will speak on
behalf of Jimmy Carter, presidential candidate at 2:15 p.m.
tomorrow in the A. A. Lemiux Library Auditorium. The event
is sponsored by the Associated Women of S.U. and the ASSU
political forum.

CLASS OF

Bayly Corp,
The biggest selection
anywhere In the most
colors and sizes.We've
got it. All in one place
Ours.Fall into the Gap
today.

manufacturer of apparel for the nation's leading
department stores will be

.

INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10
seeking people oriented industrial engineers and general management trainees.
NORTHGATEMALL
SOUTH CENTER

For more information contact placement office.
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More solid electric rock from Robin Trower
by Joseph (>uppy

Guitarist Robin Trower has

released another album of
something he does well: solid
rock music.
It's called Long Mysty Days
and it's full of listenable Trower
slow songs and Trower fast
songs, done in unmistakable
Trower style. Ifyoulike Trower's
sound, you'll enjoy this album.
The best cut is the title track
(side one. track one). It starts out
with a loud electronic buzz from
Trower's guitar and sweeping
cymbal shimmies by drummer
Bill Lordan. The guitar wavers,
the notes bend and James
Dewar's low. haunting vocals
come in.
It's a mellow tune and the
listener floats right along. The
mood of the song is similar to
that of Trower's classic hit
Bridge of Sighs.

WHEN TROWER first began releasing solo albums a few
years ago after his split with

Procol Harum he was dubbed
"the man who plays like Hen-

drix."

This was because he imitates
many of the techniques Hendrix

invented: loud.all-encompassing
guitar, distortion and severely
bent, screaming notes.
Trower has sometimes been
accused of imitating Hendrix too
closely. Charges of plagarism.
however, are unfair even though
Trower's debt to Hendrix is obvious onevery album. One could
just as well jejoratively label
every rock band of the earlyand
mid-sixties "the band that plays
like the Beatles." Actually, it is
surprising more guitarists have
not picked up on Hendrix's innovations.

Besides. Hendrix's sound is
quite a bit different from
Trower's. To Hendrix, guitar
THE BEST all-out rocker is strings were tightropes.
He liked
"Pride" (side two. track one). It. to see how far he could
go
too, is a powerful song but the
falling off. Oftenhe went
without
guitar is much faster. The tune is so far even his drummer and
catchy and the guitar solo ex- bassist couldn't follow.That was
citing but theending is repetitive. his genius.
The beat of "Pride" reveals a
strong soul-music influence. This
TROWER CAN'T do that.
influence iseven more pronounc- His techniques are wild, but he
"5.M.0.,"
which sounds always seems to be in complete
ed in
much like a Stevie Wonder tune. control; so much in control, in
"5.M.0." contains an excellent fact, that he is not innovative.
guitar solo.
This is his major fault.
Another fine rocker is "Same
Trower is like the '60's bayou
Rain Falls," which contains the boogie band Creedence
strongest driving guitar on the
Clearwater Revival. He has an
disc. Irritating is Trower's-habit unmistakable sound that
of fadingjust ashe starts to cook. changes little from album to
This happens with "Same Rain album. But, like Creedence, that
Falls." Trower rips off a series of specialty is well done and enjolting notes, the listener settles joyable.
in for a jam, and the volume
The song that breaks most
begins to come slowly down. It's with Trower's traditional sound
torturous.
on Long Mysty Days is
Generally, there is too little "Caledonia." This song has a
guitar on Long Mysty Days. The lively Latin upbeat and Trower
songs have been cut down, ap- has abandoned his usual
parently to fit into A.M. time ominous rumblings fora lighter,
slots. The longest song is only chopping style.The guitar solo is
five and one-half minutes. This clear and clean.
gives Trower little time to do
"Messin the Blues" is nonwhat he does best: play guitar. descript rocker that seemsa twice
as loud as any other song on the

album. This is either a production fault or a signal that this is
the A.M. hit. Isuspect the latter.
In any case, headphone users are
in for a shock.
LongMysty Days is good, but
it is not Trower's best work. Buy
his classic second album, Bridge
of Sighs, before this one. If
you're a fan of his guitar there
are a number of fine extended
solos on his last release, Robin
Trower LIVE.'Thesound on that
album is a bit lighter, however,
because he was unable to overdub supplementary guitar.

A BARBER
SALON

and Hair Cutting
Emporium

Contemporary Cuts For
Menand Women Featuring

(VIDAL SASSOON)
HAIR CARE

PRODUCTS

1001 Broadway— Suite 200
(corner

of Broadway at Madison)

Appointments tall

325-3264
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Major dance troupes
to perform at U.W.
Ballet,jazz,mime and modern
dance will be performed by five
major dance companies in a
series to be presented by Meany
Hall Theater at the University of
Washington beginning Tuesday.
Opening the series is the Paul
Sanasardo Dance Company,
whose modern dance explorations intoNative American
mysticism have contributed to
the company's international
recognition and critical acclaim.

March 29 and 30 brings the
Pennsylvania Ballet with
orchestra. Possessing a varied
repertoire of over 75 classical
and contemporary ballets, the
company is directed by Benjamin
Harkarvy, founder and director
of The Netherlands Dance

2 and 3.

4480.

Theater.

EXPLORING the American
character through music, the
Gus Giordanoa Jazz Dance
Company performs April 19 and
BERT HOUI.E and Sophie 20. The company has appeared
Wibaux enact a mime presen- throughout the United States,
tatation developed by Etienne Western Europe and the
Decroux of Paris, to be U.S.S.R.
presented Nov. 10 and 1 1.
Single performance ticket
The first modern dance com- prices begin at $6, with season
pany to appear at Dame Margot tickets available for the series at a
Fonteyn's Royal Galamatinee in $5 reduction. For more informaLondon,The Paul Taylor Dance tion, contact the U.S. office of
Company, comes to Seattle Feb. lectures and concerts at 543-

IFALL WE EVER DID WAS GETYOU OUT OFANOTHER LINE,WOULDN'T THAT BE ENOUGH?
You canavoidalot of unnecessary
hassles at Rainier Bank, likestandingin longlines at the beginning
of the school year.
Yousee, at our bank
you'reencouraged to keepyour
6

account open all year. And you
won't pay aservicecharge during

the summer months when you're
notinschool. Just letus know when
you're taking off, and we'll keep
it inactive, without charging you.
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Of course, you can write
checks anytimeyou want during
the summer, but your normal servicecharge will apply for that
month.
Either way,come Sep-

tember next year, and you'll have
avoided another line. And maybe
saved enough time to get a jump
on the oneforHumanSexuality210.
"K.IIVIITwR
IVK"Member f.d.i.c.
I
VHillxVl\l_*:»i.li%.

Cafeteria-style restaurant has touch of class
by Marilyn Clement

cafeteria-style
restaurant has recentlyopenedin
downtown Seattle, but one with
a certain touch of class. The
Millstone, located on the first
floor of the Coleman building at
811 First Aye.. provides linen
table napkins.
The Millstone is open for
business 7 a.m. until 3:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

Another

Scandanavian fruit soup was
described as a combination of
simmered fruits and juices
topped with fruit and whipped
cream. The salad (80 cents) was
crisp, but spoiled by a bland oil
and vinegar dressing.
A selection of wines chablis,
burgundy and rose' were
offered at 75 cents a glass. Beer
was alsoavailable by the glass for

could be used to soften the harsh appreciate the quick service a "And a proverb haunts my mind
lines of the interior design in cafeteria offers. But The
As a spell is cast.
addition to providing some in- Millstone, in order to survive the The mill cannot grind
With the water that is past.'"
rigors of competition, will have
sulation.
to create a better sandwich at a
Sarah Doudney
Office workers particularly more reasonable cost.
The lesson of the Watermill

40 cents.

Defined as a circular stone
used to crush grain. The
Millstone at first seemed an odd
sandwich combinations are name fora restaurant. However,
offered daily, in addition to a a theme has been subtly worked
standard mixed green salad, as into the cleanly efficient, if not
well as a tempting selection of austere. Swedish decor. The simfreshly' baked pies andcinnamon ple oiled wooden tables, the
rolls.
restored brick walls and the tiled
The sandwiches, although brick flooring used throughout
generous, are somewhat highly the first levelcombine to produce
priced. The ham and cheese at a natural effect.
$1.95 came filled with paper thin
slices of imported ham. It tasted
THE ATMOSPHERE is furflat and was only saved by the ther enhanced by the solid
excellent granular texture of orange and brown banners hung
(iai's
whole wheat bread. from the high, ornately designed
However, the roast beef plaster ceiling and the russet
sandwich served with a sour carpeting selected for the second
cream-horseradish sauce achiev- level of seating.
ed a perfect balance of
The lights, which resemble
seasonings. Half sandwiches vacuum tubes, are attached to a
were available for SI.15.
yoke-shaped fixture which runs
The soups, ladled into large the length of the restaurant. The
soup plates were outstanding waitresses are attractively outand a bargain at 80 cents. The fitted in peasant costumes.
ham hock and navy bean soup
The need for soundproofing
was thick and richly spiced with was made evident by the din of
onion and carrot slices and a clinking silverware and the mursprinkling of parsley.
muring of people engaged in
conversation.
— photo by Jenny Johnston
THE MENU also featured a
a
soup,
ratatouille
French blend
CANNED MUSIC bounced
of eggplant, peppers, pasta, off the hollow walls which only THE MILLSTONE, new cafeteria-style restaurant, serves sandwiches, soups and salads. The
onions, chunks of beefandahint added to the general clamor.
Building in Pioneer Square.
of garlic in a beef stock. A Perhaps landscape carpeting restaurant is located in the Coleman
A CHANCING variety of
three homemadesoups andthree

arts & entertainment
Drama good, music bad in 'Of Mice and Men' opera
story "Of Mice and men" by John Steinbeck,
a play that has already proven to be a
powerful one on its own merits.
It'sa story of loyalty, love,and a longing
for roots. Involved in the plot are Lennie, a
hulking, mentally retarded man without judgment of his tremendous physical strength, and
George who befriended him in the beginning
only because of a deathbed promise that
Lennie be looked after.
They come to share a dream, that of
owning a plot of land to farm, a place to call
home.

by Jean Kohlman

Viewing the final performance of Carlisle

Floyd's opera "Of Mice and Men" at the
Seattle Opera House gave the audience more
dramatic moments than memorable musical
ones.
Judging by departing members in the
audience following the first act, it would
appear that way. They didn't return for the
second act.

ALTHOUGH THIS opera was given its
debut by the Seattle Opera Company in1 970,
it was first exposure for many in the audience
to "Of Mice and Men." Perhaps a second
hearing of this opera would bein order before
passing final judgment on its merit.
The libretto was also written and staged
by Carlisle. Under the baton of Richard
Buckley, the orchestra was strong and
thrusting in performing this wildly disonant
score. Music was frequently inappropriate to
the action onstage.
Yet in several parts the musical line was
wedded to the dramatic line perfectly. It wasa
musical seesaw throughout.
SCENERY and customes designed by
Allen Klein and lighting by William Gorgenson blended effectively.
Carlisle based his libretto on the familiar

TRAGEDY ends their dream with the
Lennie of the wife of the ranch
owner where they are employed as laborers.
Lennie, in his admiration of "soft things"
accidentally kills her.
Dennis Bailey sang the role of Lennie
and George was performed by William Chapman. Though Bailey's vocal tone was occasionally muddy and Chapman's often a bit
gutteral, they provided fine complementary
voices throughout their duo performances.
Archie Drake as Candy, the ranch
foreman, gave a strong supporting performance with richness of tone and dramatic
flair, making his performance a vital one.
Robert Rue as Carlson, Donald Collins
encounter by

$CHOOL YEAR JOBS

FLEXIBLE HOURS FOR STUDENTS
THE W. E.A.I. STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM is interviewing
now to fill a significant number of part-time openings. Hours are very
flexibleand will be arranged to meet your schedule. With school back in
session, good part-time work is hard to find, soinquire now tocover cost
of future tuition, rent, food, car payments, & Christmas expenses.
A
* MUST BE 18 OR OLDER
* 10 TO 15 OR MORE HOURS/WK.
pea
TO
* CAR NECESSARY
O^ R

Jp <$J/|
*"*** fifi

£

CALL
p.m.

s a.m.-5

226-4363 or 783-7838

as Slim, two ranch hands and Leonard
Eagleson, ballad singer, all provided effective
support.

Kathy Knight presented a fullydeveloped "wife," both in dramatic understanding of the more than onedimensional woman that is sometimes seen in
the offering, of this play. Rather than giving,
up only a trampy, brainless, unfeeling
woman, we also saw a lonely, isolated,unappreciated wife who dreams of Hollywood
stardom.
MUSICALLY,the highlight of the opera
in
was herduet with Lennie which was superb.
Her notes in the upper register spun out
warmly and seemingly effortless, meticulous
and shining. The duet brought a round of
deserved applause.
Yes the singular beauty of this duet stood
alone, seemingly stopping all action, not
aligned or furthering the story line. This
seemed to be the problem throughout the
opera. And, in the final scene, the impact that
could have been provided was lost because it
was too drawn out.
Much of the score seemed contrived,
padded to fulfill a quota, but a tension-filled
plot helped to alleviate this burden.
A second hearing might bring this opera
an appreciation that the first did not.

Classifieds
Brotherhood Crisis Center located In
Rainier Valley presently seeking
volunteers to work on 24-hour crisis
phonesand out-reach team.College
credit available. 723-1883.
Gal wanted Monday and Saturdayto
help disabled S.U. gal student. Call
626-6477. Campion Rm. 700.

lost

l^JtjJj

S.U. student's frenchhorn
disappeared from fourth floor
Pigott Monday. People who
have information as to its
disappearance are asked to
contact the Fine Arts department in Buhr Hall, 626-6336.
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"DON'T BUYJEANS ON FAITH.
COMPARE YOUR PANTSOFF."
"My |cans are better than
your jeans. And Ican prove it:
"Mine are 100% natural
a
i
cotton denim. And
so are yours.

J§

"SEDCEFIELD JEANS
DON'T COST A BUNDLE.
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Do-Nothing" denims.

"

natural cotton denim with
the built-in edge: the amazing
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And start comparing your

much softer than old-fashioned
leans without Sanfor-Set.
"And we keep getting softer
so fast your old-fashioned jeans
might even wear out before
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"It's one thing to makeclaims.
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Analysis

'76 Aegis overzealous in editorial comment
by Nathalie Weber
The 1976 Aegis' attempt to
present the past year in its true
perspective rather than in a
public relations light caused the
book to overextend itself in
editorial comment. As a result,
the written material is harsh and
slanted in several areas.
The attempt to authentically
portray the year is encouraging,
but the pendulum now needs to
swing back to include not only
the failures but the successes at
this University as well. The purpose of a yearbook is to reflect
the activity and atmosphere of
the subject rather than,
editorialize or distort it as this
year's Aegis has done.
A SINGLE paragraph accompanying photos on pages 8
and 9 reads: "A substantial portion of the student body included
older adults while young parents

brought their children to school
with them. Both old and young
continued their education
despite the hardships." To what
hardships does this refer? It
sounds like the campus was
afflicted by disease and wrenched by famine.
Personal views are injected occassionally throughout the book.
"Unfortunately, he(GarrettHar-

din) didn't discuss his famous
The "turbulent administra- attended activities of the year—
lifeboat ethics
."(p.22). "The tion" also secured $260,000 in the spring
— cruise and the spring
Chieftain baseball team stole a federal financial aid for S.U. picnic were inadvertantly
record number of bases this students by filing an extensive deleted from the ASSU student
season but failed to score enough government financial aid form, activities write-up. Instead, we
." circulated a student-attitude sur- are reminded of the failure of
runs to finish respectably
(p. 140). "Unfortunate" in whose vey which has resulted inUniver- HJR-19, the lack of funding and

..

..

view? "Respectable" in whose
view?
The most blatant display of
poor judgement is evidenced in
the photo caption on page 66
that refers to political forum
member Joe Straus as "Joe
Turkey." The cheap shot reflects
not only the maturity of the staff,
but the quality of writing in the
yearbook as well.

aegis portraits

THE ADMINISTRATION

and the ASSU were dealt harsh
blows as their presentations
depicted both organizations as
unorganized and incompetent. A
number of accomplishments by
both the administration and
ASSU were overlooked in the
Aegis" synopsis.
In addition to costly remodeling, the failure of HJR-19 and
the controversy over the sale of
S.U.-owned Marycrest, the administration last year initiated
several positive programs that
were not acknowledged in the
yearbook's presentation of the
administration.

pages.
Photographic content is
superb. The color photos are the
highlight of the book, applying
contrast and capturing mood
and expression.
The '76 book's graphics are
good. The idea of authentically
portraying the year is good. The
successesand failures of the yearbook now stand as a challenge to
build the Aegis into a veracious
reflection of S.U.

sity innovations such as the Student Development Center and
revamped the tuition costs so
students now pay by credit hour
rather than flat rates.
THE CONTINUING education and corpus programs were
also initiated to increase S.U.s
appeal to the outside communi-

—photo by

stevt celh

attendance on Gonzaga and San

Francisco trips, and the "flop" of
club week.
THE STREAMLINE affect
employed in the 1976 Aegis gives
the book a balanced appearance
through large block pictures and
narrow columns of type. The
layout,however,affords spans of
tyglaring whitespace that make the
Two of the ASSU's largest- book look empty on several

Portrait photos for the 1977
Aegis will be taken at KennelEllis studio this year.
The photos are free of
charge. Students should call
Kennel-Ellis at 624-0800
between now and November I
for an appointment.
Students who do not wish
to have their headshots taken
at Kennel-Ellis studios will
have a chance to be
photographed October 15 and
18.
The studio will send a
photographer to S.U. for the
traditional campus shots, but
a $2 sitting fee will be charged.

Woman finds year in Rhodesia 'rewarding'
by Joseph Guppy

Last fall most Seattle-area
high school graduates were
heading for college or looking
for a mob. Molly Brown, a 19year-old graduate of Holy
Names, was on her way to a
Catholic mission in Rhodesia, a
country torn by civil strife.
Brown worked a year as a
volunteer treating black
Rhodesians in a tuberculosis
hospital on Driefontein mission
in African bush country about
1 10 miles south of Salisbury, the
nation's capital.
THE COUNTRY is now in a
transition stage, preparing to
move to majority black rule. Lan
Smith's white minority government has run the country of
275,000 whites and six million
blacks since 1965 when the nation declared its independence
from Great Britain.
Black revolutionary activity
increased steadily the year
Brown was there. The violence
culminated in Smith's recent
acceptance of a plan by Henry
Kissinger to bring about black
rule in two years.
Brown talked about her experiencesin the troubled country
in the kitchen of her parents'
Capitol Hill home.
Brown had little personal contact with the violence because
Driefontein is in central
Rhodesia and most of the action
was in border areas. Also, the
media was controlled so Brown
received most political information in letters from home.
ON A TRIP south, however,
she got a hint of what it waslike.
"We run some clinics in the
south called Metibi and Derejana. A few weeks before I left I
flew down there and Rhodesian
soldiers were staying at the mission. No one was coming into the
clinics. There was a 6:30 p.m.
curfew and anyone disobeying it
was to be shot."
Brown said she knew of two
people who were executed for
curfew violations.
The civilian blacks are the big
losers in the civil strife, she said,
caught between the government
army and the guerillas.
"THE GUERILLAS would
come into an area and force the
people to hide and feed them. If
the people tell on them, the

guerillas get them. If they don't
tell, the government gets them."
Society is almost completely
segregated, she said. Blacks are
not allowed to live in the towns
and are given separate, inferior
farmland.
On a shopping trip with a
black friend who also worked at
the hospital. Brown experienced

"Because we were situated in
European farmland we had electricity and running water. We
lived in a house that the
Bethlehemite brothers had built
and the furniture had been made
in missionary carpentry classes."
DRIEFONTEIN is associated with about 15 other mis-

"Society is almost completely segregated", she said. "Blacks are not allowed to
live in the towns and are given separate,

inferior farmland."
first-hand segregated Rhodesian
society. They went to Gwelo, a
town about 60 miles from the
mission.
"We got a lot of strange looks
from people,"Brownsaid. "They
could tell we were together having a good time and youdon't see
that very often."
BROWN AND her friend
were stopped and verbally
harassed by both black and white
groups but white prejudice was
worse, she said.
Brown originally heard about
the mission from her uncle. Dr.
Leo R. Brown, a surgeon who
first went to Rhodesia eight years
ago. last fall he waspreparing to
go again.
"1 wasn't ready to go to college

feel like sitting
around working, so I asked my
aunt and uncle if Icould go with
them," she said.
Brown contacted an organization called Lay Mission Helpers
in Los Angeles and arranged to
go. There were fewer visa
problems than might beexpected
but she still had to fill out a lot of
forms.
yet and Ididn't

"I FIGURED it would be fun

for my own experience, you know see the
elephants. And I was thinking,
what goodam Iif Ijust get a job
here? This was a chance to do my
part for mankind."
Brown arrived at Driefontein
late August of last year. At the
mission she was given room and
board and $20 a month spending
money. Living conditions are
more modern than most people
assume, she said.
to go over

especially if it's psychological."
But when it comes to tuberculosis, the witch doctors are
powerless.This has led to deaths.
"Often they'll go to the witch
doctor first and by the time they
get to the hospital it's too late.
We had quite a number oftuberculosis deaths."
The hospital was often overcrowded and people had to sleep
on the floor.

TUBERCULOSIS

generally

originates in the mines where it is
dark and the air is dirty, she said.
The workers transmit it to their
wives and the rest of the family.
Brown said she neve^worried
about the disease. A spot placed
sions throughout Rhodesia, all under the skin on her arm was to
run by. the Bethlehemites, an change color if she became exorder of priests and brothers posed. Hers never turned.
from Switzerland. Driefontein is
Brown talked to several supthe largest.
porters of the white government
Some German Dominican including some medical students
nuns and members of an African from Salisbury who worked at
order of sisters also staff the the hospital. She said she unhospital.
derstands their attitude.
"These people are a privileged
The mission is a large almost
self-supporting community. In
addition to the 300-bed tuberculosis hospital there is a 150-bed
general hospital, a school for the
children and numerous trades
for workers to learn. There is a
machine shop, a dairy, a
butchery, a metal shop, a garage
and a tailor shop.
A. A. I.emieux,S.J., who servThe mission teaches classes on ed as the S.U. president for 17
Catholicism and holds Masses years, 1948 to 1965, was recently
but local religions co-exist appointed chancellor of the Unpeacefully with that of the mis- iversity.
sionaries, she said. A native
William Sullivan, S.J., made
death ceremony she witnessed the announcementat a reception
included a Catholic Mass.
opening S.U.s campaign '77.
"THE PEOPLE will pretty
IN THE University's 85-year
much go for anything anyone
teaches them," Brown said. history there has been only one
"They get a lot out of the mis- other chancellor. The post was
sions: a good job, good money. held from 1969 to 1971 by Father
They stick around. It's the same John A. Fitterer, S.J., who also
thing with a mission of any served as the University's sixteenth president.
religion."
Father I.emieux's duties as
ADutch Reformmission close
to Drieftontein, however, had chancellor will be much the
problems with the Africans, she same as those which he has held
as assistant to the president.
said.
Lemieux's job is "to advise the
Although she termed the local
religions "superstitious," she said president on matters relating to
local witch doctors are more the conduct of the University,
effective than one might think. particularly with regard topublic
relations, to introduce the president
of the University to the
European
"MANY
doctors
recommend the witch doctor if Seattle community, to establish
theycan't do anything. The witch friends and benefactors of the
doctors cure a lot of things. University, and to assist the

people who do not want to give
up their privileges. They've lived
thrs way all their life some are
second and third generation
and it's hard for them to realize
it's wrong to suppress blacks.

-

"THEY'RE NOT aware that
blacks are people too, they've
been privileged so long." she
continued. "They've had blacks
wait on them hand and foot."
Almost all white Rhodesians
have black servants and they're
paid peanuts. Brown said.
Brown is now attending Fort
Wright College in Spokane and
hopes to major in nursing. She
said working in Rhodesia was a
different experience but doesn't
think college will be dull.
She doesn't know if she'll ever
return to Rhodesia.
"Maybe after I complete a
nursing program I'll go back to
the mission if it's still there. Or
maybe I'll go somewhere else.
Missionary work is fun and
rewarding in many ways."

Lemieux appointed
2nd S.U. chancellor

A. A. I.emieux,S.J.
S.U. chancellor
President in the fund raising
efforts of the University."
Father Lemieux cited one of
his major goals as "assisting to
build up the endowment fund,
hopefully doubling it." The endowment fund is presently six
million dollars.
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Booters win, tie in Oregon
The S.U. booters opened the
1976 NCSC soccer conference
Saturday with a I-O victory over
the University of Oregon Ducks
at Eugene. That victory was
followed Sunoay by a I-1 tie with
the Oregon State Beavers.
The Chieftains were slowed by
the 6'/$-hour drive toEugene.but
as player-coach Steve Allen
stated: "The conditioning showed well as the team gave 100 per
cent."

by surprise at the size of the

opponents.

Maher Huneidi put the Chieftains on the Scoreboard against
the Beavers with a blisteringshot
to the left hand corner of the net.
The team, from that point, controlled the rest of the half.
Fatigue from the longtrip set
inand let the Beavers take charge
of the game in the final ten
minutes, with Oregon state ultimately scoring the tieing goal
with five minutes to go in the

Freshman Tony Zamberlin accounted for the lone goal in the match.
Duck contest. Zamberlin made
Desparately the Chiefs fought
an outstanding individual effort back and had an
excellent scorsliding infront of the divinggoal
keeper and flicking the ball into ing opportunity in the last few
of the game. Huneidi
the nets for the game winning minutes
took a pass from the half-back
tally.
Allen and as he prepared for his
Coach Tim Allen cited Steve shot on
the goal, he was intenrecorplaying
Anderson as
well
tionally
by the opposing
fouled
ding his first shutout. Allen also
Beaver player. The referee called
Peterson,
commended Jim
Steve Allen and Ed Augustavo for apenalty shot only to change
his decision while he was surfor fine games.
by several OregonState
The second contest of the rounded
players.
facing
the
Chiefs
weekend found
a much improved Oregon State
The game was protested by
team. According to a member of Coach Allen promptly after the
the team, the Chiefs were taken end of the I-I match.

The next Chieftain soccer
game is tomorrow night against
the Western Washington State
College Vikings. (lame time is 7
p.m. at Broadway Field.

Golf team

Sports
Women gymnasts
begin Fall workouts

underway
What team sport is the most
successful in its conference at
S.U.? If conference championshops arc the basis for comparison, it is most definitely the

golf team.
For the past five years, the
S.U. golf team has captured the

Western Athletic Conference
championship trophy.

THERE ARE four returning

lettermen Jeff Coston, John
Rcnberg. Tim Mark, and Dave

Bogie and four less experienced players Scott Fankhauser.
Gene Cook. Brian Haugen.and
Jim Van Tuyl.
This year's team, according to
Coach Bill Meyer, "has the
potential to do well, but must
work hard todevelop that potential." The team practices almost
every day, and is presently completing ten qualifying rounds for
spots on the team.
Coach Meyer said "the scores
commitment at Central Park," will
indicate what area of each
wants
to
O'Brien said. "He still
game needs improveplayer's
be involved in S.U. tennis so he ment.
will oversee all the tennis and
This year's schedule, in addihelp in recruiting."
to the conference chamtion
O'Brien also named Jim pionship, will include the
Taylor as part-time assistant Western Intercollegiate Tournacoach for the Chieftain basket- ment in California, the Pacificball team.
Coast Invitational in Santa BarTaylor, an SPC graduate, was bara and
Sun DevilClassic in
the headcoach at Asa Mercer Jr. Arizona. the
only tournament
The
High School for seven years. He on
fall
schedule
is the sixth
the
was also an assistant coach at
at
annual
S.U.
Invitational
Cleveland High School for three Sahalee CountryClubwhich will
years.
be played on October IBand 19
feature Washington
"JIM IS replacing Dave Bike and will
State University, U.W., Oregon
as assistant coach on apart-time
University and University
basis," O'Brien said. "We were State
Oregon.
of
restricted in that we needed a
Coach Meyer stresses the imlocal person."
portance of mental preparation
Taylor will oversee recruiting
golf.
local talent and the academics of in "Knowingwhat to do and then
the basketball team.
executing that action is the most
All coachingchanges areeffec- important aspect." Meyer said.
immediately.
tive
He believes that golf is a great
conditioner for life.
"In the classroom, a marriage,
a business or life you need the
same things to succeed as in
golf goals, skills and self distramural director, and Ed cipline," Meyers said.
It is this selfdiscipline that will
O'Brien.
THE FIRST games will be be needed in order to have a
7:30 p.m. Tuesday at Broadway successful season, according to
field. If there arequestions about Meyer. "We will need to work
the schedules, call theintramural hard in the winter time," he said.
office.
Hanley put up another urgent
request for a paid official. Any
student interested contact the
intramural office.
There will be a meeting for
anyone interested in participating in crew this year.
The meeting is set for 6:30
.p.m. Friday at the Che/ Moi
Room in Bellarmine Hall. If
there are questions concerning the meeting or about
crew, contact Carl Doenit/,
842-6364.

Cannon and Taylor
new S.U. coaches
Joe Cannon and Jim Taylor

wereadded to the S.U.coaching

staff inan announcement Saturday by Ed O'Brien, Athletic
Director.

Cannon, former U.W. tennis
player, will coach the Chieftain
men's tennis team. The 23-yearold U.W. graduate is also the
assistant professional at the Central Park Tennis Club. Cannonis
ranked number 10 in PNLTA
singles and is number one in
doubles competition.

CANNON replaces Mark
Frisby as head coach ofthe men's
tennis team. Frisby will remain
head professional at the Central
Park Tennis Club in addition to
directing both the men's and
women's tennisprograms at S.U.
Frisby is an S.U. alumnus.
"Mark was unable todoall the
actual coaching because of his

Intramurals
There will be a meeting of all
flag-football and soccer captains
at 1:30 tomorrow at the athletic
department in the Connolly
Center.
At this meeting, schedules will
be given to team captains. Rules
will be discussed, player contracts given out, and questions
answered by Bryan Hanley,in-

Notice

TABARD INN
IS
OPEN
Hours

12-1:30
Mon.-Fri.
2:30-5:30
Mon.-Thurs.
Mon.-Thurs.
7-11
Open Sunday nights 8-11
Serving deli-style sandwiches, hamburgers,
"Canadian Jumbo Hotdogs", milkshakes, fries,
onion rings, soft drinks, coffee, tea.

Located in the
Student Union Bldg.
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IF YOUCAN DRIVE
A CAR,
YOUCOULDSAVE
YOUR FRIEND'S

LIFE.

For free information, write to: j^rmL*
OKI INK DRIVER. Box 2345 iMK'.
Rockville. Maryland 20852 >H
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ANITA DAVIS performs beam routine at Connolly Center.
Davis is a member of S.U. gymnastics team.
By the time Charlie Wilkens,a
Cheryl 1.. IMeade
It's uneven bar. floor exercise, freshman from Oak Harbor, is a
straddle and pirouette time at the senior. Henderson says, "She's
Connolly Center as Coach going to knock 'em flat!" He
Jeanie Powell and Assistant predicts that she will become his
Coach Jack Henderson open strongest vaulter.
She's lively and full ol vitality
another women's gymnastics
and will he a strong allcampaign.
The girls are now practicing arounder." Henderson said.
for their first meet Dec. 1 1 with
After looking at the women's
gymnastics meet schedule, the
Washington State University.
five-year assistant coach esSo far there are only five girls
on the team. The coaches would
timated that there is not a "soft
like to have at least l() girls touch" on the list. The girls will
meet with 12 colleges and unicompeting.
versities from the western United
HENDERSON said that even States and Canada.
though most of the girls on the
"THESE TEAMS are
team worked out last summer,he
hasn't "closed the doors" to tough."Henderson assesses,"but
prospective gymnastic team they'll (S.U.) do well. Besides
being great gymnasts, our girls
members.
The S.U. team wrappedup last
are good people. They'll be
wonderful representatives lor
season with an average record
competing with 22 other teams S.U."
Henderson is Powell's father.
in the Northwest Regionals and
taking 13th place. The previous "It's the only father-daughter
year, the Chieftains were at bat- coaching team I know of."
tle with 19 schools and snatched Henderson remarks proudly.
For more information, women
ninth place.
Henderson said that injuries interested in competitive gymand illnesses at the end of the nastics may contact Henderson
at the Connolly Center, 626season contributed to the team's
5777.
Work-outs are at the
ranking.
"And
theother
medium
Center Monday.Wednesday and
teams were just better," he addFriday, 4 to 6 p.m..and Tuesday
ed.
and Thursday. 7 to 9 p.m.

HENDERSON

stresses that

each girl try to be an all-around
competitor. By competing in all
four events, he explained, the
girls become stronger performers.
The Chieftains will be counting on their returning
letterwinners. Teri Waag,
formerly Teri Hines, is a returningseniorafter a year'sabsence.
The coach said she willdo well as
an all-arounder and that spectators can expect theuneven bars
to be her best event.
/
Junior veterans are Ginny
Peck and Anita Davis.
HF.NDKRSON hopes that
Jeannie Krsak, a returning
sophomore, will be an allarounder. Last year she injured
her shoulder so the bars and
vault might be moredifficult for
her if she decides to compete in
those events.
Henderson added that Krsak
is a determined performer and

projects well in free exercise.

SAVE 15%
on

STUDENT
SEASON PASS

if purchased by November Ist
Ride (he

Alpental Connection
to Ski
For Information call

455-3660

Curtis'

Corner

This week sports happenings on the S.U. campus were
scarce, so Ihave decided to look into the future of sports and
give all you lucky readers a preview of the progress of our
cherished national pastimes.
Date: July 22, 1983.
Star New York Yankee Pitcher Bullfish Hunting yesterday vetoed a possible deal to send him to the Los Angeles
Dodgers for the "island of Oahu in the Hawaiian Islands. In
making the deal, Yankee owners had offered to give Hunting to
the Dodgers for one billionand halfof the ownership in the Los
Angeles franchise. The Dodgers were willing to pay the price,
but then decided to buy Oahu as a vacation spot for their
ballplayers. Upon hearing this, the Yankees decided a straight
trade involving Hunting and the Hawaiian paradise would be
fine.

Ervin: the complete player
by Glenn Nelson
They call Carl Ervin slick,

cool, "Voodoo," "Black Magic"
and, now that he is a Chieftain,

"The Medicine Man."
All are appropriate, but none
fit the man perfectly.

CARI.ERVIN is the master of
the triple-pump lay in. At 6'l ", he
can slam dunk. He shoots soft,
smooth
— jumpers from 20, 25 feet
out and makes them. Ervholds
three Washington State assist

records.

In short. Carl Ervin is an

offensive machine.

If because of his offensive

prowess, you choose to ignore
Ervin defensively, don't. In the

past, hehas shut down the pointproducing powers of men with
The Dodgers agreed, but Hunting refused to go, and such names as Goble, Standifer
and Rodriguez.
used the 10-year security clause in his contract to nix the deal.
According to rumor from a well informed source, the Dodgers
IN SHORT, Carl Ervin is the
had agreed to pay Hunting $50,000 per week for the remainder complete player.
It was all these qualities,
of his life,stock his NorthCarolina farm with big gameanimals
blended
with an affable perfor off-season shooting and make his father the teammanager.
Carl Ervin
sonality,
that
made Ervin one of
Dodgers,by
Huntingreneged after he heard the
contract
the most sought after college
to the Kelloggcompany, had agreed to eat only Special X in the prospects in the nation. Ervin
At Mercer he teamed with two offers of money, girls, etc. And,
locker room. Hunting demanded Post Toasties, but L.A. ended the pressure-packed mangiants,
Jawaan Oldham and of course, the unsigned letter of
signed
in,
May
hunt
in
a
wouldn't give
and the deal was killed. New trade rumors are
when he
Woods,
to form oneof the intent followed.
James
flying about Hunting going to the Soviet Union for Alexander letter of intent to attend S.U.
'whew, most formidable sides in junior
"My
first
reaction
was
Gromyoko and an undisclosed amount of cash.
"IT WAS NICE, nattering,"
it's finally over,'" Ervinsaid with high level basketball. The three
went on to Cleveland High Ervin said of the numerous
Date: December 19, 1984.
a look of content.
school where, after a mediocre offers. "But Ithink stufflike that
National Football League Commissioner Pete Razorbelle
"IT GOT really rough at 14-11 season (and finishing third is stupid. Doing that takes a
today levied a $83.50 fine on Oakland Raider defensive back
in the State AA tourney), they chance on the school and on the
George Hatchetson for severing Pittsburgh Steeler receiver times," he added. "Sometimes I put together back-to-back state players. It wasn't too smart."
just
ending
felt
like
the
whole
Lynn Goose's head from his body. In announcing the fine, thing."
championships.
"The schools that I went to
The first title came on the AA weren't concerned with showing
Razorbelle said that he abhorred the violence that was creeping "I guess it was always between
into football, and hoped his action would discourage future the U.W. and 5.U.," Ervin ad- level in Ervin's junior year and me too much of the campus," he
mitted. "When I was younger, I the second came on the AAA continued. "They spent more
similar acts.
level, making
the first time showing me the sights and
always
On the controversial play, Hatchetson had nailed Goose U.W., thought I'd go to the high school Cleveland
in the nation's making sure Ihad a good time."
though."
with a forearm while Goose was on the sidelines drinking
But no matter how much the
"But I can't image myself in history to win a title ononelevel
Gatorade. A teammate caught the head and Goose is presently classes with 300 people," he add- and then winning it on a higher other schools appealed, Ervin
was still uninterested. All along,
recuperating in the hospital after sew-back surgery.
ed. "Besides, Ilike all the players level the following year.
the choice had been between just
and coaches here. Ifelt that S.U.
DURING THE recruiting two schools the U.W. and S.U.
Hatchetson simply said, "If it had been my grand- wanted me more than anyone crusade,
Ervin took his six trips
else."
mother, I would have done the same thing; it's part of the
ONE OF THE most
"I wasn't thinking about it at to Hawaii,Nebraska, San Frangame." Hatchetson makes $10,000 per game.
memorable moments in Ervin's
the time," Ervin admitted, "but I cisco, Louisville,U.W. and S.U.
From his hospital bed. Goose said, "If Ihad been running guess I went to theother schools He was impressed with them all, career came in the title game in
Louisville in particular.
the State AAA championship
a pattern Icould see it, but George must not have known Iwas just for the trips."
came back from tournament last year. There,
"After
I
out of the game. I got the feeling it was intentional."
HE DESCRIBED the S.U. Louisville,Itold my parents that with Cleveland losing to Lincoln
I thought he had the ball." Hatchetson said.
recruiting process as composed I was going to go there," Ervin of Tacoma, 41 -40, Ervin sank a
No flag was thrown on the play.
of many visits to his home and a said. "But my Mom didn't like it. 20 foot jumper with seven
She really wanted me to go to seconds left to give the Eagles
multitude
of phone calls.
Dale: February 9, 1986
Now, we're in a situation their title.
"They
calling
were
all the S.U.
Seattle Supersonic Coach Pacific Northwest Bell Russell time," said Ervin. "I didn't
where
both of us can be happy.
Ervin set the single game and
even
I'm happy with my decision."
yesterday cut three rookies from the team in midseason for get a tour of the campus."
tournament record for assists in
Despite the Louisville episode the AAA tourney and the tourfailure to make long-distance phone calls at reduced rates after
"A couple of times," he conwith
his mother, Ervin said that nament record for assists in the
tinued,
said,
"both Bill O'Connor
6 p.m. and on weekends. Russell
"I was trying to save
he
little pressure from AA tournament.
received
coach) and Mary
them money, but they refused to respond to my T.V. (S.U. head(U.W.
parents
making his decihis
in
This past summer, Ervin led
coach)
Harshman
head
commercials. It hurt team morale, and Ihad to let them go." were
the Seattle representative to the
at the house at the same sion.
AAU National Championshipto
time, but not much happened.
me
to
"MY
DAD
wanted
to
go
although
phone
company
paid
He also said that
the
a second place finish. Ervin
Oneof themusually left when the
averaged over 20 points a game
the
U.W.
because
that's
where
pulled
They
other
one
didn't
team,
up.
him more than the Sonics basketball
that had nothing to
went,"
the
rest
of
family
against
the
the nation's top 17 and
even say much to each other."
do with the decision.
Ervin revealed. "But my Mom 18-year-olds, which included
The rookies were said to be frantically calling their grade
ERVIN makes no bones about wanted me to go to S.U. because other highly recruited high
school friends and relatives late last week in hopes of being having his eyes onan S.U.startin that's where she went."
school seniors.
guard position. He comes to the
"We talked a lot about it,but I
reinstated.
Chieftain squad with impressive never got any pressure from
THOUGH HE refused to
Date: April 26, 1987.
them," he added.
credentials.
make known his personal goals
His career was followed closelast night's heavyweightchampionship title bout between
The choice was tough for Er- while at S.U., Ervin confesses a
Moiamthechamp Alley and Kens Snortin was marred by ly by college scouts and basket- vin and the schools that recruited desire to become the campus
days at him made it even tougher, playboy. It should be aneventful
Alley's retirements in the 3rd, 7th, 1 lth and 14th rounds. Alley ball fans from his playing
HighSchool. everywhere he went, there were four years.
Asa
Mercer
Junior
was finally given the 15-round decision after his 4th unretire-

GOLDIES
ON BROADWAY

ment.

The Champ said, "Wally the Mohammed guides me, and
when he says I should retire, I retire." Wally apparently
instructed Alley to retire in the third round,but in a subsequent
press conference, the champ decided to make a comeback.
Snortin was of course somewhat miffed.
After the scene was repeated three more times,
Snortin was still a little miffed, saying, "Duh, Ididn't know dey
could do dat."
The World Boxing Council had little to say, simply, "It
added to gate revenue, which subdivided by T.V. profits,
closed circuit showings and concession cash, means we made a
killing, and since Moiamthechamp won, we'll do it again."
They said no infraction of boxing rules had been noted.
Wally, the Muhammed,said,"Gosh, Ijust couldn't make
up my mind,and the champ has money troubles, so Iguess it all
worked out."
Alley is presently in the lower Bronx spreading Islam
while Snortin has been given an offer to star in "Bang on My
Head Slowly with a Drum of Mandigo" and will apparently
accept if he can remember how to spell his name.
And Ithought sports in the seventies were pretty strange.

s

Broadway and Pike

GAMES
" 9 Pool Tables
" 8 Foos Tables
" 14 Pinballs

FOOD
"

Hamburgers
" 85C
Hot Links
" 85G
$1.29 Superburgers
" $1.90 Steaks

" 10 Videos

HAPPY HOURS
—

$1.00 pitchers
Mon. & Sat. Nights
Daily 3-8 $1.25 pitchers

—

.

ID REQUIRED
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. . . APPLICATIONS ARE NOW

BEING ACCEPTED
FOR THE ASSU ACTIVITIES BOARD. The board is
responsible for planning and administering ASSU activities
and events. For more information, call the ASSU office, 6266815.
ANY STUDENT INTERESTED IN ASSISTING
WITH THE PUBLICATION of the S.U. literary magazine
Fragmentsshould contact Dr.Kenneth MacLeanorDr. Edwin
Wiehe of the English department, 626-6522. Copies of the
current (1976) issue are on sale at the Bookstore.
HIYU COOLEES are sponsoring a hike to Granite Mt.
Sunday. Sign up sheets are on dorm bulletin boards. For
further information call Stephenie Hill at 626-5968.
APPLICATIONS FOR 1977 HOMECOMING
CHAIRMAN are being accepted at the ASSU office.

. ..

...

. ..
. . . PATHFINDERS

WILL HOLD A GENERAL
MEETING to plan a river rafting trip on the Skagit River at
6:30 p.m. Oct. 13 in SU 2.
ALPHA KAPPA PSI would like to invite all business
students and faculty members to a wine and hors d'oeuvres get
together at 3 p.m. today in the Volpe Room, Pigott 154. Any
business students interested in joining the Alpha Kappa Psi
pledge class should contact 626-6475 or stop by Pigott 153.
ANYONEINTERESTED INRUNNING for president,
vice-president, secretary or treasurer of the Dorm Council,
please register in Judy Sharpe's office (Bellarmine 117).
Elections will be heldon Friday,Oct. 15, from 10a.m. to 6 p.m.
in Bellarmine Lobby.
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA: There will be an important
closed meeting for all national members only at 6:30 p.m.
tonight in the Reading Room on the fifth floor of Barman.
ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN JOINING THE
S.U. TABLE TENNIS TEAM are requested to report to
Coach Michael J. Scott in Connolly Center 155 Sunday, Oct.
17. Intercollegiate play will be available in the northwest and
school letters may be awarded to those making the team. If
unable to attend see Coach Scott on Monday. Wednesday or
Friday at 6 p.m. on the basketball court.
AN EXHIBITION AND SALE of original oriental art
will be held from F0 a.m. to 5 p.m. today in the A.A. Lemieux
Library.

...
. ..
. ..
.. .

What'shap eni g?

. ..

. . "THE FRENCH CONNECTION," the opening film of

;

the ASSU Popular Film Program, will be shown at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Pigott Auditorium. The cost is $1 per film or $5
fora season ticket. A get-together at Tabard Inn will follow the
film.
/Thursday, October 7, 1976 The Spectator
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. . . ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEER

WORK are invited to a wine and cheese get together from 3:30
to 5 p.m. Tuesday in the Chez Moi, Bellarmine Hall. This
meeting will give students an opportunity to learnabout the 30
agencies through which the Reach Out program operates, talk
with students who have been involved and share ideas on the
direction Reach Out should take this year.
A NEW TUTORING SERVICE is being sponsored by
the Learning Skills Center. Tutorsare needed in.allsubjects for
on-campus tutoring at $3 per hour. Tutor applicants and
students in need of tutoring should apply at Pigott 500 from 8
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
TUTORING IS AVAILABLE TO ALL ACCOUNTING STUDENTS from noon to 4 p.m. in Pigott 404 and
from Bto 11 a.m. in Pigott 351. The service is sponsored by
Beta Alpha Psi.
A DINNER SPONSORED BY BETA ALPHA PSI will
be held at 7 p.m. Monday at the Sorrento Hotel, Top 'O the
Town. A no-host cocktail hour will precede the dinner at 6 p.m.
Required advance registration and additional information can
be obtained at the Beta Alpha Psi office, Pigott 153, between 8
and 1 1 a.m.
■.
S.U.s Chemistry Club will present the film, "AN
INTRODUCTION TO LASERS," from the American
Chemical Society Film Library at 1 p.m. tomorrow in Bannon
501. Following the film there will be a short meeting to finalize
plans for the fall party. All interested students are invited.
A GENERAL AWS MEETING will be held at 7 p.m.
Monday second floor Chieftain. Brainstorming, program
planning and implementing will take place. The meeting is
open to all interested students.
CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS have been changed to 3
p.m. tomorrow in Pigott Auditorium. All interested students
are urged to tryout.
A FILM ON THE PALESTINIAN PROBLEMfrom a
humanitarian viewpoint entitled "Al-Makhdo 'on" is being
sponsored by the Organization of Arab Students at 7 p.m.
Sunday. Admission is $2.
THERE WILL BE A STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP
for all students at 6 p.m. next Thursday in the Chez Moi,
Bellacmine hall. Darlene McHenry of S.U.s Learning Skills
Center will discuss how to take exams, how to read textbooks,
how to take lecture notes and other general study skills hints. If
you have questions, please see Judy Sharpe in Bellarmine 117.
.A LECTUREBY JANICE NIEMI,Superior Court judge
of KingCounty, will take place at noon tomorrowin Pigott 353
in the Law and Business class. Allinterested students,staff and
faculty are invited.

...

. ..
. ..
..

...
. ..
.. .
.. .

..

